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How do Bombshells and The Penelopiad explore the challenges of being a woman? 
In Joanna Murray-Smith’s series of six plain-spoken monologues, entitled Bombshells and 
Margaret Atwood’s sombre yet witty novella, The Penelopiad, the women all face trials and 
tribulations as they ‘lead multiple lives’ and the amalgamation of the commitments, 
expectations and pressures catalyse their ‘(implosion) under the weight of so many 
competing roles’. Women are confined and commoditised as they are expected to be silent 
and subservient to men. They are also portrayed to only exist in a self-sacrificing manner for 
the satisfaction of others. Additionally, women navigate through intense rivalries and strained 
relationships with other women and constantly find their reputations tainted with fallacious 
gossip, which circulates virally. 
 
The women who feature in these texts are objectified and their free will at times is 
suppressed. In the ancient times of Penelope’s marriage it is evident that she can be likened to 
a possession being passed from one male figure to another. She ‘wanted happy endings’ and 
achieved this by ‘keeping the right doors locked’, metaphorically, this reveals that she was 
reluctant to reveal her thoughts and instead remained silent. Through this novella she is 
afforded the opportunity to ‘spin a thread of her own’ and share of side of the masculine myth. 
Penelope unequivocally states that ‘(her) marriage was arranged.’ This terse statement has a 
hint of indignation as she reveals her lack of choice. She ‘was handed over to Odysseus, like 
package of meat’. Through this comparison she connotes the idea of feeling undervalued, 
disrespected.  It can be implied that these arranged marriages might have been standard 
during this era and correlate to the conventions of society.  Likewise, in recent times, it is clear 
that the general view of women being passed from one man to another as a possession still 
prevails.  This idea is espoused in Bombshells as the hysterical bride-to-be Theresa McTerry’s 
father believes that he has ‘lost a daughter’.  Moreover, Theresa claims that she is ‘going to 
belong to someone’, be ‘possessed’ and ‘owned’.  These verbs reinforce idea that women are 
merely inanimate objects that are adjunct to men. Contrastingly, to Penelope, Theresa is 
granted the ability to chose her future partner and this freedom is reflective of the advocacy 
for feminine rights that has taken place within time elapse of these texts.  Another distinct 
factor exists in the seemingly more rigid society of The Penelopiad is that the objectification of 
women is furthered as they are offered as rewards. This is a frequent experience for Penelope 
as first her hand in marriage is presented as ‘a contest’ and later on in her life during 
Odysseus’ disappearance she proposes a ‘challenge’ and offers herself as ‘the prize’. The 
notion of women as this tangible award insinuates that they can be obtained or acquired by 
men and are appraised based on their appearance. Therefore, in the past women have been 
stripped of their freedom and voice and this situation has improved with the gradual 
reformation of women’s’ rights but the restricting and oppressing fundamental beliefs still 
exist modern times. 
 
Furthermore, it is suggested that regardless of their social class, women are still are 
disempowered and lead unsatisfying lives which are focused on the comfort and care of 
neighbouring family and societal members. Despite the fact that Penelope has a high social 
status she has little authority and struggles to find fulfilment.  Penelope reveals that debate 
over ‘whose word (carried) the most weight’ existed but everyone ‘agreed on one thing: it was 
not (hers)’ as a result she was made to feel ‘more alone than ever’. Thus, even high-class 
women like Penelope do not possess much power live a position of solitude and insecurity. In 
an attempt to attain a sense of purpose by ‘running the vast estate of Odysseus’ all by (herself) 
and attempts to ‘build up the estates’ in order to generate ‘more wealth’ as she imagines ‘How 
pleased he would be’.  Penelope’s determination in expanding Odysseus’ wealth and making 
him impressed and proud of suggests that she lives in a time where a woman’s power is so 
limited that they only find motivation and satisfaction in seeking to benefit others.  Although 
Bombshells does not hare a large focus on class, in a similar manner, Meryl Louise-Davenport, 
a mother who verbalises her ‘frenetic stream-of-consciousness’, testifies her frantic existence 
which focuses on the nurture and comfort of her children and harshly berates herself for 
failing to cater to their needs. She repeatedly uses self-deprecating language and claims that 
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‘(she’s) useless’ and a ‘bad mother’. Moreover, she fixates on her insufficiencies by listing the 
innumerable errands that she has failed to complete. She notes that she ‘Didn’t appropriately 
interact with the baby, didn't handle conflict with Ben well’. This anaphora establishes a 
rhythm, which echoes the overwhelming pressure on her shoulders. Evidently, her yearning 
to be an adequate mother is also reinforce by her fears that her husband Barry, will think that 
she’s inept and ‘crazy’ and consequently ‘give up on her’.  This constant concoction of fear and 
pressure is suggested by the cyclic nature of her monologue as she begins and closes with the 
‘baby cries’. This is indicative that women exist in this cycle of living to benefit and bring ease 
to the lives of others. Notably, this inconclusive ending is a feature of postmodern text and 
indicates that issues that plague Meryl’s life remain unresolved. Thereby, Penelope and 
Meryl’s lives are selflessness and seek to provide for others. Likewise, the maids in The 
Penelopiad also exist to satisfy others. However, they do not choose but are assigned this low 
rank in society by birth. As maids they were ‘to be used…(by) the master of the house; and 
‘could not refuse’. Therefore, due to their low social class as maids they existed simple to 
serve and satisfy their owners. Essentially, the women of these texts are all inhibited from 
living with contentment and fulfilment but instead feel societal pressure to live in a away that 
pleases others.  
 
Although the women all feel somewhat oppressed by the male hegemony, a fierce competition 
also exists between women. The unfading rivalry between Penelope and her beautiful cousin, 
Helen of Troy does not dwindle over time but accompanies them in the afterlife.  This 
relationship that is founded upon jealousy, disdain and hostility is highlighted as Helen treats 
her with ‘affable condescension’ and in return Penelope refers to her as a ‘septic bitch’. Thus, 
their strained relationship is comprised of insolent actions and sharp exchanges. The 
endurance of this competitiveness into the gloomy halls of Hades, in the afterlife highlights 
the true strength of these rivalries, which challenge women. Conversely, in Murray-Smith’s 
work, the audience is not made privy to the direct exchanges between competing women but 
instead are allowed access into the inner thoughts and insecurities of the women. The young, 
and highly impressionable Mary O’Donnell attempts to paint herself as a confident and the 
embodiment of ‘talent’. However, when she realises that Angela McTerry her has performed 
her piece, she begins to doubt her ability in claiming that she is ‘nothing’. Therefore, the 
conflict between women can be highly damaging to one’s self-image as these women can feel 
that they are incompetent and begin to employ negative self-talk.   
 
Moreover, the rounds of gossip that spread and breed about women can be highly detrimental 
to their mental state. For Penelope, she claims that the rumours about Odysseus were 
equivalent of ‘tormenting the vulnerable’ and thus she likens it to a heartless act that 
victimises women. Later in the chapter titled ‘Scandalous Gossip’, Penelope forthrightly 
addresses the rumours that have been ‘going the rounds for the past two or three thousand 
years’. She confidently titles them as all ‘outrageous’, ‘monstrous’ and ultimately ‘entirely 
untrue’. Therefore, in retrospect, Penelope is not longer hurt by the fallacious statements but 
assertively addresses and deflates the false and formerly upsetting statements. Similarly, in 
Bombshells, Zoe Struthers, a somewhat aged and enlightened performer has also been able 
overcome the negative talk of the entertainment industry and the ‘things about (her) in 
Entertainment Weekly’. She does not let the negative things affect her adversely but she is 
able to directly addresses the ‘hacks and cynics and nay-sayers’ and although she has been 
‘finished and quite diminished’, she has displayed resilience and boldly announces that ‘the 
lady is back’. Therefore, she proudly declares that she has endured and remained undamaged 
by the nasty talk. Thus, gossip is an obstacle for women but with the wisdom and insight they 
gain overtime it is possible to move beyond the erroneous circulation of information.  
 
Ultimately, the women who feature in both of theses texts do face many obstacles and 
adversities, due to the rigid strictures of society, which places difference expectations and 
limits on different women. It is suggested that the way in which the women surmount these 
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challenges by mustering the courage, percipience and perseverance, which should be admired 
and acknowledged.   
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Women as a commodity – appearance Engage in a one-sided love  
Objectified and silenced  
P:  
Weddng is pre-arrnged she has no say ‘package of meat’  
P as a prize 
 
Theresa: lost a daughter  
 
Different class: 
P: has the comparison of the two classes - rich are not much more powerful than the poor 
Penelopes wishes to please the men 
 
Meryl wishes to please Barry 
B: less focus on class but Maids and Meryl both live for others – preoccupied with looking 
after others and placing their needs above their own  - expectations of society for them to act 
in this manner  
 
Competition between women: 
P: Female jealousy and malice also survive, judging from the women;s sharp exchnages – the 
ability of these to last over time as this intesntly jealous rivalry with Helen continues even in 
the gloomy halls of Hades  
B: more internalised – self-judgement, self-critical  
 
 
Gossip: 
 
 


